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Abstract A solar cosmic rays Ground Level Enhancement(GLE) event associated with a X7.1/2b solar flare

in 2005 January 20 was observed by the Yangbajing solar neutron telescope(SNT) and neutron monitor(NM),

located at Yangbajing Tibet(90.53◦E, 30.11◦N, 4310m a.s.l) with the highest vertical geomagnetic cut-off

rigidity of 14.1GV in NM network. The statistical significance of the counting rate enhancement recorded

by solar neutron telescope in >40MeV channel was 3.7σ in the time window of 07:00—07:05UT and 6.0σ in

the time window of 07:00—07:20UT, respectively. The onset time of 06:51—06:52UT for this GLE event was

clearly observed by the Yangbajing NM. Our observation indicates that solar protons have been accelerated

up to energies of > 10GeV during this solar event.
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1 Introduction

It is well known that solar energetic particles

(SEPs) accelerated in eruptive solar events may pro-

duce a solar cosmic ray flux enhancement near the

earth and be registered by ground-based detectors,

such as neutron monitors (NMs) and solar neutron

telescopes(SNTs). Since the first GLE observation

in 1942
[1]

, 68 GLEs have been recorded and 14 of

them occurred in current solar cycle
[2, 3]

. However,

few events have been seen by the Yangbajing NM and

SNT since their operation due to high geomagnetic

cutoff rigidity. Therefore, the data about solar parti-

cles with energies above 10GeV
[4]

are rarely available

at Yangbajing. In worldwide network of solar cosmic

ray database, there are still limited observations to

demonstrate acceleration of protons or ions beyond

10GeV
[5—7]

. The study of big GLE events allows us

to obtain more information about solar flare process

and acceleration mechanism of protons or ions.

On 20 January 2005, an intense solar flare

(X7.1/2b) produced at solar active region 10720 was

observed by GOES and other spacecraft-based de-

tectors. Its optical heliographic coordinates was

N12W58. The soft X-ray (SXR) began at 06:36

UT and ended at 07:26UT with a peak at 07:01UT.

The solar fluxes measured by GOES11 for >100MeV

protons reached a maximum amplitude of 652pfu at

07:10UT. Also the solar flare was accompanied by

radio emissions and energetic CMEs. A large Type

/ radio emission with 8,400sfu Tenflare occurred at

06:44UT and a Type 1 radio swept at 06:43UT. At
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06:54UT CME first appeared in the LASCO
[8]

field

of view and a strong interplanetary shock driven by

CME was observed after about 23 hours. The to-

tal IMF field intensity rapidly increased to 38nT, the

solar wind speed also rose quickly to a maximum of

987km/s at 19:26UT on January 21, 2005. During

this flare SOHO also observed the rapidly increased

fluxes of X-rays and low energy protons. As recorded

by RHESSI, γ ray (25—100MeV) fluxes increased at

06:45:30UT indicating the production of protons with

EP >200MeV
[9]

.

On the ground, ∼30 NMs in the world observed

this high energy event, including the Yangbajing NM

and SNT which have so high geomagnetic cutoff rigid-

ity. It is the most intense solar proton event measured

by GOES satellites since 1976 and the largest GLE

recorded by neutron monitors since 1956. In the next

sections of this paper, we will present our observation

and some discussions.

2 Experiment and observation

The Yangbajing NM consists of 28 NM-64 neu-

tron counters to record counts of single channels and

multiplicity channels from one to eight which respond

to higher energy
[10]

. And the Yangbajing SNT con-

sists of 9m2 scintillation counters with the thickness of

40cm and four layers of proportional counters which

can identify the arrival direction of the higher energy

neutrons(E >240MeV). The scintillation counters are

surrounded by the anticoincidence proportional coun-

ters(PRCs) to veto cosmic ray charged particles. The

pulses of recoil protons converted by lower energy

incident neutrons in scintillator are discriminated

with four levels which correspond to the energy of

>40MeV, >80MeV, >120MeV, >160MeV (we desig-

nate ch1, ch2, ch3, ch4 correspondingly). Details of

the detector can be found in other papers
[11—13]

.

The altitude of the station is 4300m a.s.l. and

the vertical air mass is ∼606g/cm2. It is the mid-

day of Tibet from 06:36UT to 07:26UT, at which the

sun is in the direction of zenith between 52◦ to 53◦.

The air mass for the line of sight to the sun was

∼997g/cm2, while the path length of the neutrons

from the sun to the earth at Yangbajing turns about

to be ∼747g/cm2 if neutrons are scattered by 6◦ after

each scattering with an attenuation length 100g/cm2

according to Refs. [14,15].

The sun was very active between January 17 and

January 23. A Forbush decrease with the onset time

around noon GMT on January 17 and a maximum

amplitude of about 7% and 5.0% at the end of Jan-

uary 18 recorded by the Yangbajing NM and SNT, re-

spectively, was found in Fig. 1., which are consistent

with what had observed by ARGO-YBJ spt
[16]

and

Jungraujoch neutron monitor
[17]

. During its recovery

phase a sharp increase associated with the 2005 Jan-

uary 20 solar flare also appeared as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The relative average hourly count rate

of Yangbajing NM and SNT with >40MeV

(exclude cosmic ray charged particles) for the

time interval January 14—27, 2005.

The data recorded by the Yangbajing SNT dur-

ing 04:00—10:00UT are shown in Fig. 2. A clear ex-

cess in ch1 was found in the time windows of 07:00—

07:05UT and 07:00—7:20UT. The statistical signifi-

cance of this excess is 3.7σ for the first time window

and 6.0σ for the second time window, respectively. At

the same time interval, however, no any excess was

found in other channels (ch2,ch3 ,ch4).

The data of the solar neutron telescope are also

analyzed according to the incidence direction of so-

lar particles. In order to reduce the background of
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galactic cosmic rays, for the sun’s position and the

refraction effect with neutron, 6 southernmost and

northernmost directions from 81 directions are cho-

sen to represent the solar direction and the anti-solar

direction
[18]

, respectively. The analysis is shown in

the bottom panel of Fig. 2, and only 1.1σ excess was

observed from the south(solar direction)during the

interval of 07:00—07:20UT. There was also no clear

statistical difference between the south and north di-

rection during the time window of 07:00—07:20UT.

The solar neutron telescope did not detect the higher

energetic neutrons during this solar flare.

Fig. 2. Time profiles of counts (in sigma) in

4 low energy channels and 2 high energy

direction channels of the Yangbajing SNT.

Data are corrected with pressure and temper-

ature. The background is fitted with data in

04:00UT—06:00UT and 08:30—10:00UT. The

dashed line shows the onset time of this X-ray

solar flare.

Fig. 3. Relative counting rates per 1 minute of

the Yangbajing NM in multiplicity 1 and of

the Yangbajing SNT in ch1.

Figure 3 shows the average counts per 1 minute of

the Yangbajing SNT in ch1, and counting rates per 1

minute of multiplicity 1 of the Yangbajing NM dur-

ing 04:00—10:00UT. A hump during 06:52—07:30UT

was also seen in the left panel of Fig. 3. In the mean-

while the onset time of 06:51—06:52UT appeared

clearly as shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.

3 Discussion and conclusion

Just as mentioned in the introduction, ∼30 NMs

in the world observed this high energy event. The

South Pole station had the highest amplitude of

∼5000% and showed an earliest sharp increase after

06:48 UT in the 1-minute data. The maximum count-

ing rate was kept in the interval of 06:53—06:54UT
[9]

.

The onset and peak time of some other NM sta-

tions were later, such as Inuvik NM with the onset

time 06:55—06:57UT and the peak counts at 07:05—

07:06UT on January 20 which are in coincidence with

the observation at Yangbajing.

Apparently, the solar neutrons registered by the

Yangbajing SNT were produced by the solar cos-

mic rays charged particles interaction with atmo-

sphere nuclei when they entered the earth atmo-

sphere, rather than directly from the sun. The so-

lar protons and other ions could be accelerated to at

least tens of GeV in big GLEs, solar protons in the

famous 2000 Bastille Day event were accelerated up

to 20GeV with the soft energy spectrum
[19—21]

. In

this event the solar protons were accelerated up to

higher energies due to its special associated perfor-

mance, such as big x class flare, large Type / radio

emission, energetic and fast CME, as well as a good

Sun-Earth connection
[22]

.

It is a well acceptable fact that a small solar

cosmic ray enhancement was recorded by both the

Yangbajing SNT ch1 and the Yangbajing NM dur-

ing 06:52—07:30UT on 20 January 2005 while other

channels of the Yangbajing SNT did not record the

signals for their higher threshold energy, and the so-

lar protons were accelerated up to the energies above

10GeV in this event.
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